
Smoke Out
Ref. 2042

A velum with truly unique properties, combining excellent aesthetic 
qualities, stretch, M1 flame-retardant rating and compatibility with 
Sprinkler systems. 

Smoke Out is therefore a superb textile for making ceilings for 
dressing your trade-fair and tradeshow stands. . 
Its stretch lets you cover vast areas without panel assembly. It can 
also be assembled using tacking stitches to cover the largest areas. 

Primarily composed of Trevira CS, this material is washable and is 
mainly suitable for indoor use away from sunlight. 
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Technical data Value Notes

Width 280 cm Extendable to 3 m

Weight 130 g/m²

Thickness 0.5 mm

Flame-retardant rating        M1

       B-s1,d0

Standard: NF P 92-503

Standard: EN 13501-1

Sprinkler Fully compliant in tests performed in 1989 by the Service de Sécurité du 
CSTB de Champs sur Marne and Laboratoire Scientifique de Vernon (Eure).

Composition 98% Trevira CS, 2% Polyamide

Roll length 50 m (rolled full-width) Cut-to-length possible
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Additional information

Care No care instructions were provided by the manufacturer. 

We recommend testing a sample piece before washing this product.

Advice for ordering Smoke Out is delivered in rolls tensioned along the length but not the width. 
The graduated paper tape indicates the length of material necessary to 
cover a width of a false ceiling. 

For example, to cover a surface 6 m x 50 m, 2 rolls of 50 m length with a 
centre seam will be needed. 
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Additional information

Recommendations for use Tension using staples, velcro around edges, or using eyelets/rivets and 
elastic tensioners (finishing can be done in our workshops).

For covering very large areas, we recommend edge seam assembly 
with tacking stitch (can be done in our workshops). During installation we 
recommend supporting the false ceiling at the seams using a metal cable. 
In the case of the extra-large ceilings, the metal cable itself should also be 
supported using hangers. However, it is not necessary to install a network of 
wires under the Smoke Out. 

Specific properties Smoke Out features parallel lines of low-temperature (70°C) fuses in a 
regular layout and pattern, making it fully compatible with smoke extraction 
systems and sprinkler equipment. 

At the outbreak of fire, the fuse lines in Smoke Out separate the material 
creating openings above the fire to allow smoke evacuation and sprinkler 
activation. These openings allow the fire to be put out via the nearest 
sprinkler system through the water-permeable fabric. 

Recommended use False ceilings

Interior use

Fuse lines

Aluminium structure

Staples

Profiled 
wooden 
batten
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CONTACT OUR EXPORT TEAM

+33 (0)6 23 21 50 28 export@azur-scenic.com

The information in this document provides generic values that describe only the standard technical specifications and chemical composition of the products concerned.  
No guarantee is offered. Any images are non-contractual. The names of the colours are given for information purposes only and do not guarantee a specific colour.


